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Preface

PROJECT OVERVIEW
The Spume project has set out to create platforms that utilize blockchain technology in ways
that aligned with the original maxims and true purposes of the technology. The benefits and
utilities of cryptocurrency usage and blockchain technology have been diluted, at the time of
writing this white paper, to a degree that many never thought to even be possible. In the
belief that the projects that stay true to these originally laid out building blocks will succeed,
Spume decided to trail blaze by creating every-day, real-world utility. Spume crafted each
and every dApp with a conviction to all of these building principles in mind: real
decentralization, untraceable, non-governed, time-saving, cost-efficient, maximum security,
and the highest level of privacy.
Based off the founding principles and opportunity in the market, Spume is now building to be
the bridge between modern day industries and the blockchain, equipping off-chain and web
2.0 businesses with the tools required to accept cryptocurrency payments, monetize their
traditional product streams via the blockchain, and easily track product ownership.
There are four traditional industries that Spume is targeting with its technologies: real-world
commerce, music, real estate, and ticketing. Many businesses in these industries are open to
utilizing the blockchain in some aspect, whether it be to create a new revenue stream,
increase security for their existing clients, or save money on fees and/or commissions,
amongst other advantages. However, there are high barriers to entry and high costs that
prohibit participation - our systems aim to change that. By utilizing user-friendly systems to
manage and track inventory and transactions, as well as license intellectual property, Spume
continues to make crypto adoption easier in a multitude of ways. Accepting, accessing, and
trading products and assets via the blockchain are the cruxes of our project.
By participating, believing, as well as holding the $SPUME token that reflects the yields and
commissions that Spume generates from these referenced business models, everyone in our
ecosystem benefits, creating a web of community members that are not only using our
platforms for their inherent advantages but also benefiting from their own participation.
In summary, to put into perspective the importance of Spume's platform and the implied
utilities, this is a list of what Spume is doing in its native dApps:
Simple and accessible tokenization and trading of real property
Truly decentralized, in-person merchant payment processing and consumer purchasing
Commission-reducing, experience-maximizing music creation, licensing, and distribution
Digital and intermediate-free event ticketing for both consumers and distributors
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Preface

THE PROTOCOL
Spume is a protocol consisting of various technologies all intent on facilitating
transactions and enabling the tokenization of goods. At its core, the Spume protocol is
composed of on-chain contracts, and off-chain modules that facilitate, implement, and
track ownership and the exchange of ownership.
On-chain contracts include hybrid exchange contracts for transferring ownership of
NFTs in a safe and gas efficient manner, blockchain commerce contracts for easily
transferring crypto in a safe, trackable way, and staking contracts that distribute
rewards to token holders.
Off-chain modules include a user management and sign-on system, a blockchain
indexer that loads in NFT data from EVM compatible blockchains into our relational
database system, and a database API allowing for quick and efficient querying of
indexed data.
As the Spume ecosystem continues to grow, the protocol that comprises Spume will
grow. While some off-chain modules are destined to remain proprietary. One of the
goals of the Spume Protocol is to encourage global developer participation and
utilization. The Spume Protocol aims to include Software Development Kits (SDKs) for
streamlined access and development, enabling various projects to plugin directly with
the exchange and blockchain commerce contracts, and even read in and process
aggregated blockchain data.
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CRYPTO MARKET
ANAYLSIS
NFT Revenue 2020-2021 (USD)
According to Reuters, Nft sales grew from
$94.9 million in 2020, to $24.9 billion in
2021. Numbers like these are a clear
indicator that this is an explosively growing
market and shows no sign of slowing down
anytime soon. Our plan of action is right on
time, as over 50% of previously mentioned
2021 sales took place in Q4.
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Crypto Wallets Involved in
Trading (2021)
Not only has the trading volume increased, but
the amount of wallets involved has increased
exponentially. In the same timeframe, 20202021, active swapping wallets have increased
from 545,000 to 28.6 million wallets. That is
effectively a 5,148% increase in usage in one
year.
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The Marketplace dApp

THE FOUNDATION
The foundation of Spume is the Marketplace dApp. The Marketplace dApp includes the
exchange contracts used to transfer ownership of NFTs between two parties, the user signin and management system, and the blockchain indexing system that pulls data into the RDS
(relational database system).
While each target industry is unique in the user basis, marketing, and other outward looking
factors, much of the technology utilized between systems is rooted on the work done for the
Marketplace dApp.
The Marketplace dApp is of course intended to be used as an NFT Marketplace, but the
paragraphs are above are to show the intentionality behind the creation of this dApp. The
idea is not to compete with OpenSea for selling art, but to establish and build a foundation
that will be utilized throughout the rest of our ecosystem.

Crypto Cards
Ticketing

Real Estate

Bcom

Marketplace dApp Technologies
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Music

Spume In the Real World

BLOCKCHAIN COMMERCE
Blockchain Commerce is Spume's first integration of crypto in the real world. There are a
multitude of other "crypto cards" in the market today, but what do these companies really offer?
When the actual technical process of their system is revealed, majority of these crypto cards
really do is swap your cryptocurrency into fiat for a fee, similar to any over-the-counter desk that
are popular in the crypto industry today, and then spend the fiat from a centralized, controlled
fiat bank account. While this is a commendable feat none the less, Spume does not believe that
this is the final iteration for real-world transactions using cryptocurrency.
Spume's fully functioning merchant processing system enables merchants to accept actual
cryptocurrency stable coins, such as USDT and USDC, in a manageable, trackable but also
private way. Spume's system also enables consumers to spend their crypto via their Spume wallet
or Spume crypto card without having to first swap to fiat. By creating this direct transfer of
cryptocurrency, fiat exchange fees and identity revealing that go along with it, are completely
eliminated, giving the consumers who use the Spume card or wallet many benefits. By utilizing
Spume's merchant processing system, merchants are able to accept Spume wallets, Spume
cards, or even any other digital crypto wallet to accept payment. The only hardware required is a
tablet, computer, or smart phone that has a camera to scan a crypto wallet's QR code.
A major differentiating benefit of Spume's system is that stable coins offer increased stability
and predictability compared to other cryptocurrencies, which can be prone to significant price
fluctuations. This makes stable coins a more appealing choice for merchants and consumers who
are concerned about the volatility of other cryptocurrencies such as transacting with the SPUME
token or the like.
Finally, all transaction processing fees that Spume takes from the merchants are distributed via
Wrapped Ethereum to staked token holders, giving holders a significant advantage to shop and
transact using Spume's system. Every time a transaction is made using the Spume portal, a 0.5% 2% transaction fee is taken in the form of USDT or USDC. Once the funds have passed the one to
seven day escrow period and are released to the merchant, the transaction fees are dispersed to
our staking contract.
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More information at spume.io/blockchain-commerce

Blockchain

MUSIC
One of the most scalable and potentially exponential industries that Spume is targeting is
Music. The entire music industry, from creation to distribution, is full of intermediaries and
middlemen that charge shocking commissions and rates to both artists and listeners. We set
out to create and end-to end solution to this problem and create a system that utilized the
blockchain to easily connect artists to listeners, reduce distribution fees, but never sacrifice the
end consumer experience.
Spume's music platform consists of a music studio that enables anyone to access thousands of
beats, sounds, vocals, and tracks to create their own track and then export to Spume's music
marketplace and tokenize the intellectual property. Consumers will then be able to purchase
songs as NFTs or temporary licenses to use and/or listen to these audio NFTs at anytime via
Spume's audio streamer.
Spume Studio is a state of the art compositional native to all web browsers, with the best
experience in Google Chrome. With its intuitive and simple layout Spume Studio includes all of
the core creative functionalities without the complexity and cost of a traditional DAW. Built for
artist collaboration, with Spume Studio one can make music on the go, without worrying about
losing any data or carrying hard drives. Users can host a chat room or video chat with other
artists within the software itself while collaborating on a project. Spume Studio features
innovative and unique functions not found in other DAW’s including smart midi files, video
communication, a unique chord creator, and the ability to use any VST plugins within the DAW.
There is no standard method for tokenizing digital property on the blockchain. Specifically, the
current NFT standards ERC721 and ERC1155 do an excellent job of demonstrating ownership,
but completely lack any way to verifiably grant licenses or pay royalties. This works fine when
the majority of NFTs are artwork with little to no derivative work being spawned from them, but
to fully utilize the potential of NFTs, there must be a standard way to represent digital property
and those who have rights to use that property. We aim to standardize a method by which
licenses can be granted and royalties can be paid verifiably on the blockchain. There are a
number of ways this can be accomplished but we plan to extend the ERC721 NFT standard to
include a mapping of licenses and addresses they are associated with.
Users will be able to list their tokenized musical property and the various licenses and prices of
those tracks, and then individuals can purchase any available licenses they are interested in
and verify on the blockchain the rights they have to use that property. Our platform will include
the flexibility for custom licenses making it universal and adaptable to any situation.
Spume sees a world where image licensing platforms like ShutterStock no longer exists, and
companies like Spotify buy licenses on the blockchain directly from creators. The use cases for
a licensing system on the blockchain are endless, and we see it as a necessary standard to
have before the adoption of crypto grows.
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More information at spume.io/music

Non-Fungible Token

REAL ESTATE
The real estate process and market is undoubtedly inflated and institutionalized now more than
ever before seen in history. With an industry as centralized and non-consumer centric as real
estate, this industry was a natural choice to be Spume's flagship physical asset for our
marketplace.
Anytime real world assets are integrated into the blockchain, a multitude of complications are
swift to arise; however, the Spume team is determined to simplify the complicated. Our legal team
and blockchain team have created a three fold system to integrate almost every possible aspect
of the existing real estate into the blockchain. Spume's real estate system will assist with
tokenizing the real property, eliminating paperwork through the use of disregarded entities, as well
as the buying and selling process from end to end.
There are few attempts at this sort of integration between real estate and NFTs; however, the
attempts that have been made mainly focus on streamlining the buying and selling process and
making it less cumbersome for the consumer. With Spume's process, the goal is not to simply save
time (this will still be a result), but to actually create strict smart contracts that automate as many
steps of the home buying process as possible. Our goal is to remove unnecessary people and
processes from these transactions and automate as much as possible. This will undoubtedly
benefit the average consumers who typically have no voice, compared to the large corporations
that operate most of the intermediary services in real estate transactions.
The first main area we will be focusing on is the buying and selling of residential homes using
stable coins on Ethereum, Polygon and the Binance Smart Chain, to start. This process will work
closely with current U.S. legislation around property reporting and transfer laws. Spume will
streamline the transaction from start to finish by eliminating escrow, minimizing the use of real
estate agents, and reducing title paperwork. All of the titling and deed claim will sit and be
processed on the blockchain by adding it to the metadata of the NFT.
The other section of the tokenization and transaction process that will be focused on throughout
our development will be creating a loan process, starting with stable tokens, that is similar in utility
as a traditional mortgage but costs the consumer less and is not biased with approvals nor take
weeks or months to allow someone to obtain access to a home. This will be done with Spume DAO
funds with the interest going back to the DAO fund in order to fund the community's ideas and/or
aspirations for Spume. Funds will be secured and distributed automatically through our smart
contracts after a simple KYC protocol, as well as the real estate being collateralized.
Finally, our real estate platform will allow consumers to secure crypto loans against their real
property with the interest being lower than any fiat loan and the ability to loan 120% LTV; again,
this will be another revenue source for the community and the DAO in order to keep funding our
community.
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Non-Fungible Token

TICKETING
One of the main advantages of using NFTs for event tickets is the increased security and
authenticity that they provide. Because our NFTS are stored on IPFS on the Ethereum blockchain,
it becomes much more difficult for tickets to be counterfeited or altered. This can help to reduce
the risk of fraud and scalping, ensuring that only genuine tickets are being used to access
events.
A major advantage of using Spume's NFTs for event tickets is the increased flexibility and
convenience that they offer. With traditional tickets, it can be difficult to transfer ownership or
resell tickets, but with NFTs, the process becomes much simpler. NFTs can be easily transferred
from one person to another, making it easy to buy and sell tickets on the secondary market.
In addition to the security and convenience benefits, using NFTs for event tickets also allows for
the creation of unique and collectible items. Event organizers can create limited edition NFTs
that include exclusive experiences or VIP perks, adding value and appeal to the ticket purchase
and transaction volume to our trading marketplace.
Smart tickets are semi-fungible, meaning they are interchangeable with each other but cannot
be easily exchanged for anything else outside of their designed ecosystem. We will issue smart
tickets to the primary market, and then let fans resell them on a controlled secondary market in
which artists, venues & organizers can earn perpetual revenue.
As tickets are represented by NFTs (with some small extensions), regularized and already battletested exchange contracts can be used to transfer ownership in a safe and secure way. This
means our marketplace dApp already provides all exchange functionality required for the
secondary market of ticketing. The primary market could also utilize our exchange contracts and
marketplace but for the majority of cases will involve minting new NFTs, not transferring already
minted ones.
An NFT (non-fungible token) marketplace for event tickets could revolutionize the way that
people purchase and use tickets for concerts, sporting events, and more. Instead of traditional
paper or digital tickets, event organizers could issue NFTs as proof of purchase and entry to an
event. Our decentralized peer-to-peer marketplace with a fully customizable white label
solution for event ticketing which is built on blockchain technology that eliminates fraud,
scalping and increases over all efficiency & revenue for event organizers, & artists.
Once these opportunities for ticketing start to become reality, we will see a whole new surge in
NFT demand, dwarfing the current levels of hype. With clear utilities for NFTs, we will start to see
the technology permeate our lives with unprecedented demand. By using NFTs instead of
traditional ticketing solutions, it becomes easier to ensure the authenticity and security of
tickets, while also providing greater flexibility and the ability to create unique, collectible items.
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Tokenomics

SPUME TOKEN
Spume's tokenomics were hand crafted by industry and blockchain experts. Our tokenomics are
based around our key objectives as a project and with our community as the main focus. Token
utility, price stability, and community security are the core ingredients that crafted Spume's
tokenomics.
There are a total of 100,000,000.00 (100 Million) Spume Tokens. This number allows our market cap
to be interpreted easily and achieved more understandably. It should be noted that unlike typically
vesting structures where tokens are locked useless, the Team Tokens will be locked in a contract
staked to Spume's marketplace sharing contract, linearly vesting for two years. The team will still
receive a share of the marketplace fees, but their tokens will still be locked. This allows the team to
be continually funded before the DAO is complete, but equips our token holders with security
knowing the team tokens are still vested.
The spume token (ticker: SPUME) is an ERC20 token with a total supply of 100 million and 18 decimal
places. The token is an implementation of Open Zeppelin's standard ERC20 token, with the addition
of their snapshot class. Adding the snapshot class allows us to take snapshots of the current holders
of Spume at any moment. Snapshot information is stored on the blockchain, and can be accessed by
anyone. Snapshots can only be taken by accounts we authorize, and will be utilized later on for
voting purposes with the Spume DAO and pay out rewards that are generated from each and every
one of Spume's transaction fees and commissions from all of our dApps. Anyone who holds SPUME is
a shareholder of the DAO.

The Spume token supply is distributed as follows:
Private Sale
7.7%

Strategic Partnerships
15%

Public Sale
2.5%

Team
15%
Liquidity
16.7%

Marketing
13.1%
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DAO
30%

Roles, Voting, and Treasury Overview

THE SPUME DAO
The Spume DAO is in charge of every aspect of the Spume Marketplace. All design,
development, and expansion is done by members of the DAO. The DAO itself is
governed by token holders, those who hold SPUME tokens. Unlike normal DAOs,
Spume's DAO will give token holders complete and absolute control. The shareholders
will have the power to add and remove members, and freeze the funds of the SPUME
DAO if they feel the DAO is not meeting their expectations. The goal of the Spume
DAO is to create a true democratic republic, giving control of the Spume dApps to the
individuals that use it.
Members & Token Holders:
There are two types of individuals within the DAO: members and token holders.
Members are people who work for the DAO, getting paid from the DAO Treasury which
is funded by the DAO’s dividends. Token holders are people who do not work for the
DAO but hold any number of Spume. It should be noted that individuals can be both
members and token holders of the DAO.
Token Holder’s Ownership and Voting:
Everyone who owns Spume tokens is a token holder of the DAO, and therefore is
entitled to vote on proposals. Every token holder can vote once on any vote. The value
of their vote will not be weighted by the number of SPUME tokens they hold. Instead,
we are introducing a novel voting system, that we believe is far more beneficial for the
community. There is more information on this in our technical paper.
Treasury and Dividends:
Just as token holders are paid out dividends from the 2.5% Marketplace fee, the DAO is
paid out dividends. Because the DAO holds 30% of all SPUME tokens, they are entitled
to 31.3% of the Marketplace’s 2.5% fee. Instead of being paid out to an individual
wallet, these dividends are paid out to the DAO Treasury smart contract, which in turn
will payout dividends to the individual members of the DAO. This is how the members
who participate in the DAO will be paid.
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ROADMAP
Spume is an ambitious ever evolving project. The direction our roadmap takes
may shift slightly as we adjust to best realize Spume’s vision. It should also be
noted that the development of Spume will be incremental. Features involving
various add-ons will launch at different times.
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THE TEAM
Each experts in their field, the core Spume team is dedicated to realizing a
decentralized autonomously owned NFT Marketplace where holders have the power.

Beauregard Moody

Silas Marvin

Vardo Bissiccio

CEO

CTO

COO

Oliver Stamatoski

Jeff Juker

Leonidus Pena

CSO

CRO

Advisor
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Website: spume.io
Email: team@spume.io
Phone: (503) 966-5966
Twitter: www.twitter.com/spumeio
Discord: www.discord.gg/drsUncjXJr
Instagram: www.instagram.com/spume.io/
Telegram: www.t.me/spumeio
Tiktok: www.tiktok.com/@spume.io

Token Contract Address:
0xa16a609fF4e1A15b6cCb469E7a5dD14E8930
5283
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